Summary. QF-3 algebras R are classified according to their second commutator algebras R f with respect to the minimal faithful module, which satisfy dom.dim. R f^2 .
The classes C{R). We consider finite-dimensional algebras R with unit over a field K and unitary finitely generated i?-modules. QF-3 algebras are characterized by the existence of a minimal faithful right-module X which is (unique up to isomorphism and) a direct summand in every faithful module. X is projective-injective and the sum of the isomorphism-types of dominant 1 ) right-ideals, hence itself a right-ideal generated by an idempotent:
The X-dual X* of X is the minimal faithful left-module:
R X*^RRf.
With every QF-3 algebra R one associates the second commutator R' of the minimal faithful (right-)module X, which is again a QF-3 algebra and contains J? as a subalgebra, with the same unit, in a natural way: 1 e R c R'.
The second commutator of the minimal faithful left-module R X* is isomorphic to R f , over R. Minimal faithful /^'-modules are R'f^Rf, eR' = eR. (cf. Thrall [6] , Morita [3] , Tachikawa [5] )
The following dominant dimension is introduced for every algebra R :
Received February 21, 1967. χ ) A dominant right-ideal is an ideal e x R generated by a primitive idempotent e l9 which is injective.
dom.dim. R^n
if there exists an exact sequence 0 -> R -» X x -> -> X n of projective-injective modules X t .
It was shown in [4] that the three such dimensions obtained by using left-modules, right-modules or bimodules coincide. QF-3 algebras are characterized by dom.dim. R ^ 1.
The following are equivalent for any QF-3 algebra R: R == R' dom.dim. R^ 2; R is the endomorphism-ring of a finitely generated fully faithful module 2 Proof. Suppose that e, f are properly chosen. ef = fe implies that e -ef, f -ef, ef, 1 -e -/ + ef constitute a decomposition of 1 into orthogonal idempotents which can be refined to a decomposition into primi- We shall show that e,f can be replaced by a properly chosen pair. Refine 1 = e + (1 -e) and 1 = / + (1 -/) to decompositions into primitive orthogonal idempotents l = e 1 Proof Any 5 e C(R) is isomorphic to some R λ e C Q {R) which contains a^minimal subalgebra R 1Q .
R 1Q is isomorphic to R Q by an inner automorphism of R which carries R x into an algebra R 2 in C(R\ i? 0 )
REMARKS. We collect a few additional (obvious) facts about C{R). (i) The (up to isomorphism unique) minimal algebra R Q in C{R) is characterized by the fact that its vector-space-dimension over K is minimal among the algebras in C{R).
(ii) R is characterized in C{R) by having maximal if-dimension.
(iii) While dom.dim. R>2, we have dom.dim. S = 1 for all S e C{R) that are not isomorphic to R.
(iv) If a QF-3 algebra is a ring-direct sum R = R x ® R 2 , then so is
On the other hand if R f = S t ® S 2 , then R need not decompose accordingly.
(v) For any QF-3 algebra R a minimal algebra R Q in C(R') can be constructed directly as R Q = K + eR + Rf + RfeR where e, f is any properly chosen pair of idempotents in R. Thus e, f automatically are properly chosen with respect to R. -Any other properly chosen pair e*, /* in R can be mapped onto e, f by an inner automorphism of R and leads to an algebra K + e*R + Rf* + Rf*e*R isomorphic to R Q .
We want to derive a criterion for R = R Q . For properly chosen idempotents e> f in R we set ef = d, e -ef = e', f -ef=f, Then e'R, f'R cannot contain isomorphic direct summands since that would lead to a map e'R -> f'R the image of which wouldn't even be contained in f'N, hence to an element in f'Re', not in f'Ne'. Similarly εR, f'R and e'R, εR cannot have isomorphic direct summands. Finally εR cannot decompose directly, since ε = ε t + ε 2 (orthogonal idempotents) and εRε = εiV Summarizing: We have shown that R -R Q implies that R is self basic and that ε is either primitive or zero. Therefore εRε is local and has radical εiVε; and the condition εRε -εNdNε + Kε gives εNdNε = εiVε and εRε I εNε ~ K if ε ψ 0 . Thus we have proved one direction of the following THEOREM 
A QF-3 algebra R is minimal in C(R') if and only if
(1) R is selfbasic, (2) there exists at most one type of idempotents ε such that Rε> εR both are not dominant, Conversely these conditions (1) to (3) immediately lead back to the former conditions for R = R Q . This completes the proof.
REMARKS, (i) We are particularly interested in the case dom.dim. i?ϊ>2. Here the conditions of the theorem characterize those R for which C{R) is trivial (to say it contains the isomorphism-type of R only).
(ii) Applied to R Q itself the theorem describes properties of the minimal algebras in the classes C(R). The following remarks are obtained by specializing results of Harada [1] for semi-primary rings to our case of algebras; but easy direct proofs could be given as well. R denotes a QF-3 algebra, A its endomorphismring and R' its second commutator, both with respect to the minimal faithful module.
(i) These three statements are equivalent: R' is semi-simple; A is semisimple; the socle of R is projective. Then, if e x R, . . . , e k R represent the different types of dominant ideals, the ZX*) = βiRβi are division-rings and we Considering bimodules, to say modules over the enveloping algebra yields the desired result in this case too.
Mochizuki [2] observed that for hereditary QF-3 algebras R (where R' is semi-simple), R' itself is the injective hull of R R and R R . We see that this phenomenon is rather exceptional: 
COROLLARY 9. R' is the injective hull of R as left-and j or right-R-module if and only if R' is quasi-Frobenius. R' is the injective hull of R as R-R-bimodule if and only if R' is separable.

